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NEWS UPDATE FROM ROYAL HUISMAN & HUISFIT

AUT U MN 2020

Dear Friends of Royal Huisman & Huisfit,

PHI

A VERY UNIQUE
MOTORYACHT
see page 02

As you might have read

Huisfit, Royal Huisman’s dedicated

in recent international

refit division, offers an extensive

superyacht media, we

range of benefits and services to all

very proudly signed a

superyachts in the global fleet. You are

newbuild order for an

most welcome to visit huisfit.com for

extremely lightweight

more information, and read all about

high-performance sailing
yacht in May of this year. Her
Owners specifically selected Royal

our solutions for extended surveys,
hybrid conversions, rebuilds, and much
more. Reflecting our wide range of

Huisman to build their dream yacht

tailormade solutions – and in spite

based on the shipyard’s innovation

of global developments - our team is

proposition for this project: blending

working on various enquiries for 2021

an aluminum and carbon composite

and 2022. We hope to announce more

construction to present formidable

news soon!

competition to existing carbon yachts,

PROJECT 405

formidable competition
to existing carbon yachts
see page 03

whilst delighting in the comfort and

Last, but not least, our non-tidal deep

low sound level properties of

seawater quays have proved to be a

aluminum yachts.

safe haven for multiple superyachts
in recent months. Royal Huisman

This new addition to the shipyard’s

Amsterdam is very suitable for a short

scope of current projects and recently

stopover (and combined with in-water

delivered yachts clearly emphasizes

work by Huisfit, if needed).

‘The Spirit of Individuality’. From SEA

HUISFIT HYBRID

the ultimate systems upgrade
for leading-edge propulsion and
power generation

EAGLE II – one of the largest sailing

For now, we hope you will enjoy reading

yachts in the world – to PHI, a unique

this edition of “inhuis”. Take care and

low-profile motor yacht which is

stay safe. We hope to be able to meet

scheduled for delivery next year.

up with you again, soon.

And as you may know, our high
standards of expertise and

Jan Timmerman

craftsmanship for new builds are

CEO Royal Huisman

also available to refits commissioned
by superyacht Owners worldwide.

see page 06

APEX850

the world’s largest sloop
see page 05

Gregory Monks, owner’s
representative project 404:

“We are very excited to see
this incredibly sleek and
powerful yacht design taking
shape. Our project continues
to strive forward, driven by
an excellent team committed
to achieving only the very
best results for this special
performance yacht”
see page 03
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The Spirit
of Individuality
Kamaxitha

Surama
Ngoni

Aquarius

SEA EAGLE II
THE “ROYAL” WARRANT: AN ACCOLADE THAT IS EARNED, NOT GIVEN

The Path to
Perfection

Some names need no introduction.

Royal Huisman yachts are deemed

To anyone who ever genuinely

unique in conception, quality and

considered acquiring a luxury

execution. Yachts that are rare,

A passage through hard times

super yacht, references to Royal

beyond compare. So, what is left

as well as good, Royal Huisman

Huisman as the builder of those

to add? Perhaps just this – Royal

transformed from modest builder

finest and most distinctive yachts

Huisman continues to strive to

of wooden workboats to multiple

in the regatta or marina will be a

make what is good, even better,

award-winning creator of some

familiar experience. When admiring

and constantly looks to implement

of the finest superyachts in the

the build quality and attention

innovative ways to remain

world today:

to design detail on a particular

at the forefront of edgy and

yacht, the reply from its owner or

technologically-advanced design,

crew “It’s a Huisman!” is virtually

engineering and production.

www.royalhuisman.com/heritage

regarded as self-explanatory.

Q U A L I T Y, I N D I V I D U A L I T Y, E X C L U S I V I T Y

Project 403: optimized to the MAX
Lifting the veil on the radical, fast displacement aluminium
motoryacht PHI, Royal Huisman is extremely proud to present the
first images of PHI’s scale model. Still under 500GT but measuring
over 55m / 181ft in length, PHI is by many considered to be a great
yacht building challenge. Yet, Royal Huisman has delivered over
thirty low-profile sailing superyachts in recent history. Thus the
shipyard has all the knowledge at hand. PHI offers significantly
more exterior and semi-interior entertainment area on the
aft deck than conventional designs and instead of a typical
“wedding cake” silhouette, she will have a very sleek and
appealing profile.

PROJECT 403 PHI
EXTERIOR DESIGN: COR D. ROVER - INTERIOR: LAWSON ROBB - VAN OOSSANEN NAVAL ARCHITECTS - ROYAL HUISMAN (2021)
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Project 404: taking shape
The build of this very secretive 59.7m / 196ft no-compromise
performance sloop took a major step forward with the turning of
her impressive hull in September; a spectacle proudly watched
by her Owners and their design and build team. Project 404, aka
MM597, was designed by Malcolm McKeon Yacht Design and built
by Royal Huisman’s craftsmen. Read more about this important
recent milestone at www.royalhuisman.com/news.

”w

[LINK]

e always aim to offer our clients the experience of
being involved with the build: visiting the shipyard

facility, viewing the work in progress, getting a feel

”

of what the yacht will be like – even “lifelike”, in combination

with 1:1 mock-ups of key areas.

Images of 404’s full design remain under embargo at this moment,
but more updates can be expected towards her delivery in 2022.
PROJECT 404 - MALCOLM MCKEON YACHT DESIGN - INTERIOR: STUDIO LIAIGRE - OWNER’S REPRESENTATIVE: GREGORY MONKS
BUILDER: ROYAL HUISMAN (2022)

Project 405: 2020’s Ultimate Accolade
Royal Huisman unveiled a new commission

The owners, represented by Nigel Ingram of MCM Newport, brought

for a 46m high-performance cruiser

their vision and confidence to the table: ingredients needed to see

sloop last spring. This versatile sailing

beyond the current world climate of Covid-19 restrictions. This forward-

yacht, which goes by the project name

looking mindset is echoed in the “intelligent lock-down” measures

of “Reichel / Pugh - Nauta 151”, is to be

implemented in the Netherlands since mid-March 2020 and promptly

built for very experienced owners who

adopted by Royal Huisman. Read more about this important recent

presented a stimulating brief: comfort

milestone at www.royalhuisman.com/news. [LINK]

to explore the world, in an extremely
lightweight structure to ensure victories in

Royal Huisman Project 405 will enter into the shipyard’s history

superyacht regattas. Project 405’s innovative

as the first yacht that was contracted as the result of intensive

lightweight aluminum and carbon composite

video conferencing and telephone calls between the owners, their

construction is cleverly developed by Royal

representative and the design / build team. This superyacht project is

Huisman’s inhouse R&D team, backed

scheduled to be delivered in 2022. Further updates with more detailed

up with over 55 years of experience with

information can be expected in the near future.

aluminum construction.

”S

he will present formidable
competition to existing
carbon yachts, whilst
combining comfort with
the low sound levels
of aluminum yachts.

”

PROJECT 405 - NAVAL ARCHITECTURE: REICHEL/PUGH - GENERAL CONCEPT,
EXTERIOR & INTERIOR DESIGN: NAUTA DESIGN - OWNER’S REPRESENTATIVE:
NIGEL INGRAM, MCM NEWPORT - BUILDER: ROYAL HUISMAN (2022)
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PASSION FOR PERFECTION
Royal Huisman is an extraordinary blend of
twenty-first century technology and innovation
on the one hand, and traditional craftsmanship
and timeless values, on the other. As one client
surmised when contemplating the differences
between Huisman yachts and other builds:

“You might get something that looks
like a Huisman yacht, but it won’t be a
Huisman yacht”.

World’s largest aluminium
sailing yacht under sail
The truly breathtaking contemporary three-masted schooner
SEA EAGLE II was successfully delivered in July, 2020. Shortly before,
sea trials had been conducted by Paul Dielemans, the Yard Captain.
Paul has extensive sailing experience that ranges from competing in
the Laser class at the Olympics, to regularly helming superyachts for
owners in the St Barths Bucket Regatta over the past 20 years.

“T

he fast and efficient sail management systems
didn’t just impress me but everyone onboard. It was

also soon apparent that SEA EAGLE II can be

made ready to go sailing, straight off the hook, in less

time than the majority of sailing superyachts.”
"I found the hull extremely responsive. As a former

EXOSKELETONS TO RELIEVE HEAVY OVERHEAD WORK

Huisman owners appreciate the attention
to detail and smart solutions that “RH” is so
well-known for; crew appreciate the yacht
for its quality outfitting “behind the scenes”
as it eases maintenance work and obviously
the daily running of the yacht – what a
difference to work on a yacht that is in a
class of its own!

dinghy racer I was delighted that a boat of this size
could turn so smoothly and swiftly.”
“Despite her large displacement, SEA EAGLE II gets moving
quickly and increases boat speed rapidly as she builds and
brings ahead the apparent wind. We comfortably recorded
21.5 knots in moderate wind conditions. She feels very safe –

”

sailing fast, eating up the miles and enjoying great comfort –
what’s not to like?

A brochure and detailed press release with lots of imagery of
SEA EAGLE II in stunning surroundings can be expected in the
near future. For now, additional sail trial photos can be found at
www.royalhuisman.com/news

[LINK]

Passion for perfection is the driving force
of the Royal Huisman team, for whom
‘quality’ is defined not just by the yachts
they build but by every single aspect of
customer service, care and communication.
A Royal Huisman yacht is designed and
constructed to be as trouble-free and
operationally efficient as can be. Owners
welcome the reassurance that the team
firmly stands behind its work, providing
expert advice, service and support
worldwide, twenty-four hours a day, not

SEA EAGLE II - OVERALL LENGTH: 81M / 266FT - EXTERIOR STYLING: DYKSTRA NAVAL
ARCHITECTS AND MARK WHITELEY DESIGN - NAVAL ARCHITECTURE: DYKSTRA NAVAL
ARCHITECTS - INTERIOR: MARK WHITELEY DESIGN - BUILDER: ROYAL HUISMAN (2020)

only throughout the warranty period
but far into the future.
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THE SENSATIONAL APEX850
VIDEO
LINK

TALL, TALLER ,

TALLEST...

SOME HIGHLIGHTS & FACTS
Undoubtedly the most ambitious and

“T

inspiring concept yet to be developed in

wo of the world’s ten
largest sailing yachts,
ATHENA and SEA EAGLE
II, are Royal Huisman builds
and APEX 850 would make a
fitting third, easily becoming
the largest member of this
elite circle”

an exclusive relationship between Royal
Huisman and the renowned superyacht
designer Malcolm McKeon. APEX 850
– to be the world’s largest sloop – is
fully resolved in terms of design, naval
architecture and engineering.

• The world’s largest sloop: 85 m / 279 ft
overall and 107 m / 351 ft air-draft
• Step aboard: beautiful lobby to enter saloon
or guest corridor and its staterooms
• 250 m² / 2690 ft² owners’ apartment with
floor-to-ceiling glass walls, private cinema,
beach club, gym and sauna
• Stern quarters: tucked-away seating
between deck and sea level for connectivity
with the ocean
• 3200 m² upwind / 4700 m² downwind:

date for such a project. Please visit

“Every Royal Huisman yacht
benefits from the research,
innovations and challenges
of our previous builds,
ensuring this would be the

www.royalhuisman.com/APEX850 [LINK]

finest yet.

• Secure forward cockpit: strategically sited

The concept is therefore an unprecedented
opportunity for an ambitious and creative
Owner to stamp their individuality while
still viewing an unusually attractive delivery

for a full overview and detailed information.

”

the sailing experience of apex 850 will be
sensational, with speeds higher than wind
speed in most conditions
• Her limited heel angle will provide stability,
comfort and safety for all on board
to focus on the horizon and the yacht’s fast
motion towards it. Shaded by a moroccan
tent when at anchor
• All-glass superstructure with 200 m² salon
on a single level, enjoying 360 degree views
• Sliding glass windows allow the main cockpit
to be totally enclosed from the weather
• Minimalistic deck: no equipment on deck.
Large 8 meter tenders beneath forward deck

IF YO U C A N D RE A M I T, W E C AN B U I L D I T
Sometimes even dreams need a little inspiration:
www.royalhuisman.com/concepts

[LINK]

Please contact the team to speak about the specific requirements
for your dream yacht, and we will gladly set your vision in motion
with the tailor-made solutions that we can offer you.


VIDEO
LINK

SANGI - DESIGNED BY TEAM PROJECT 403 PHI - IS ALSO A SUB-500GT MOTOR YACHT
AND PROVIDES THE GREAT ADVANTAGES THAT ALSO GRACE PHI.

88M TWIN DYNARIG LOTUS
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superyacht refit, rebuild and renewal |

BY ROYAL HUISMAN

Royal Huisman is principally known as a builder of fine custom yachts, but the same high
standards of expertise and craftsmanship are equally available for superyacht refits. Every yacht
requires a refit and refurbishment from time to time. Even Royal Huisman yachts eventually
feel the strain of the extensive global passage-making so thoroughly enjoyed by their owners.
Huisfit, Royal Huisman’s dedicated division for refit, rebuild and repair, offers an extensive range
of benefits and services to all superyachts in the global fleet.
Expertise à la carte: the Huisfit process brings together the
shipyard’s exceptional infrastructure, technology and skills,
with leading industry specialists to provide a bespoke solution
for every refit, rebuild and renewal project in one competitively
tailored package.

Learn more? Visit the NEW website:

www.huisfit.com

Green
Solutions
Are you sailing a superyacht with 20th century
technology? And are you keen to embrace all the
latest hybrid technology benefits? The ultimate
systems upgrade for leading-edge propulsion and
power generation is a conversion by Huisfit from
conventional to hybrid.

THIS 30M UNDISCLOSED CUTTER
HAS BEEN CONVERTED WITH
HUISFIT'S ULTIMATE
HYBRID SOLUTION

Hybrid delivers exceptional lifestyle and environmental
benefits, including silent operation, zero emissions,
peak-shaving, shaft-generated power under sail and
reduced fuel consumption, together with enhanced
operational flexibility and redundancy. Please read
more: www.huisfit.com/greensolutions [LINK]

Royal huisman is the shipyard that pioneered hybrid propulsion
in 2009 with the game-changing ketch Ethereal - the world’s first
hybrid superyacht - and has continued to refine its technological
lead with the ‘nextgen’ ketch Elfje and some remarkable new
projects, including the hybrid conversion of a 30m undisclosed
cutter and the 1993 ketch Juliet.
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FEADSHIP BROADWATER DELIVERED
AFTER MAJOR CONVERSION BY HUISFIT

Conversion Solutions

PRE-HUISFIT

POST-HUISFIT

52M / 171FT FEADSHIP (1994, FORMERLY RASSELAS)

Huisfit offers solutions for various types of conversions:
lengthening hulls, adding carbon composite or aluminium

HUISFIT 2019-2020:
NEW LENGTH: 56M / 184FT
REFIT DESIGN BY ADAM VOORHEES
PROJECT MANAGEMENT: MCM NEWPORT, PETER WILSON

superstructures, transformation of racers into luxury yachts,
complete replacement of interiors.
Read more: www.huisfit.com/conversionsolutions [LINK]

Rebuild Solutions

Extended Survey Solutions

Royal Huisman has an established track record of success

Efficient classification-driven refits by Huisfit

with the restoration of classics and the rebuilds of

offered to the wider superyacht fleet.

historical yachts. Although rebuild projects by Huisfit are

While taking advantage of Huisfit’s hands-on

never a “typical refit”, the scope of such projects is so

capabilities, the shipyard team provides proven

extensive that they might as well be a new build, both to

solutions for extended Class surveys and

those involved at the shipyard and to outside observers.

inspections, from five up to, for example,

Thanks to the Owners of historical rebuild projects, these
yachts will not become forgotten history: each beautiful

twenty years since newbuild delivery,
combined with worldwide service support.

re-creation will remain a Living Sailing Legend – whether

Read more:

originally constructed by Royal Huisman or, indeed, by any

www.huisfit.com/extendedsurveysolutions [LINK]

other grand shipyard.
Read more: www.huisfit.com/rebuildsolutions [LINK]

superyacht refit, rebuild and renewal

|

BY ROYAL HUISMAN
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A stopover
in Amsterdam
A stunning 2021 cruise in the Northern

and tradition, cloaked in natural beauty,

cruising grounds? Amsterdam is

basking in long hours of daylight and

very suitable for a short stopover

steady winds. All of this maritime

(and combined with support by Huisfit,

magnificence is easily accessible

if needed).

when using Amsterdam as your base,
offering the prospect of a very special,

The Baltic and Norwegian Seas as

integrated refit-and-cruise plan.

well as the waters off Scotland offer a
fantastic diversity of deep water ports

More info: www.huisfit.com/

and cruising grounds, steeped in history

NorthernCruising [LINK]

“T

”

hanks to #royalhuisman for the hospitality,

thanks to #rondal for a great job!

“T

CREW OF 52M / 171FT SCHOONER METEOR

he cooperation
between the Royal
Huisman team and the

HANUMAN crew has been the

highlight of this 5 month period.
Together we have achieved an
incredible amount, especially
given covid restrictions. The
primary focus being PLC update,
new paintwork & systems

”

overhaul, we are now eager to
get sailing.

Josh Luckhurst,

captain of HANUMAN

Could huisfit be the smart
choice for your yacht too?
Huisfit warmly welcomes all enquiries. For further information or to schedule
a slot for your project you are most welcome to visit the shipyard for a look
around our facilities. Alternatively, we would be delighted to visit you on board
for a briefing and an inspection of the project. If travelling is restricted due to

VIDEO
LINK



COVID-19 measures, we are happy to find creative ways to introduce you to our
shipyard locations and the team. A digital tour and video calls are, of course,
always an option. We will do our utmost to accommodate your requirements.
In any event, when our proposals are presented, you will be agreeably
surprised not only by the offer that results from the efficiency of a Royal
Huisman refit, but also by the attractive terms and conditions, and the
valuable fiscal advice we can offer.
For more information please call Bert Tromp or
Marc Koperdraad, who will be delighted to talk about
Huisfit in general or about a project in particular:
+31 (0)527 24 3131. Or contact the team by email:
huisfit@royalhuisman.com

Bert Tromp

Marc Koperdraad
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Taking on the world
Many Royal Huisman yacht owners are
actively involved in global sailing. These
images skillfully capture just a few of
the thousands of adventurous ocean
miles undertaken by Royal Huisman
.yachts in recent times.

Pumula after
the storm

Athena in Alaska

Ethereal at Great Barrier Reef

“Weather ranges from idyllic calms
to raging tempests”

Twizzle at Komodo National Park
Indonesia

A hike rewards Pumula’s crew with
the view of Patagonia’s beautifully
deserted wilderness

A voyage around the southern tip of
the Americas will always be a mix of
heaven and hell. If you’re prepared to
take on the abrupt and unforgiving
weather systems, then the pure
remoteness of Patagonia, with its
marine life and unspoilt deserted
coastlines, all await. ‘A love and hate
affair’ is how Pumula’s captain
Michael van Bregt describes sailing
through the Magellan Strait and
around the South of the Americas.
Read the full article published by
www.yachtingworld.com. [LINK]

PALMA SERVICE HUB
Royal Huisman and Huisfit gratefully
rely on their Mediterranean service
hub, Palma-based P&G Yachting,
renowned for their bespoke support
services to the yachting industry.

choice to become a shareholder, in

She is back!

2017. P&G Yachting offers expert

designed maxi racer BELLE FONTAINE

For Royal Huisman it was an obvious

services, maintenance, spare parts
parts supplies and support to all
superyachts, backed by the team
in Vollenhove.

The 25m / 81’ Germán Frers
was delivered by Royal Huisman
in 1981. After almost 38 years she
returned to take advantage of the refit
services of Huisfit in Amsterdam
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WHAT IS THE MEASURE OF
A ROYAL HUISMAN YACHT?
Is it the capability to handle the rigors of countless
ocean crossings, no matter the weather?
Is it the look from stem to stern that marries form and
function, and captures the onlooker’s eye?
Or is it the way you feel when you step inside a whisperquiet cocoon of elegant woodwork and lavish custom
furnishings, where no compromise disturbs the senses?
Perhaps it is in the pride of ownership as you catch the
appreciative nod from a fellow yachtsman.
Or just simply knowing that you have made an investment in
safety and value engineering that will reward itself over the life
of your ownership.

The answer: Ask any one of the
Royal Huisman “Owner Ambassadors” and
they will tell you it’s all this – and more.

Yachts for Sale & Charter
FOR SALE:

Borkumriff IV

VIDEO
LINK



WWW.ROYALHUISMAN.COM/BORKUMRIFFIV

FOR CHARTER:

VIDEO
LINK

Twizzle



WWW.ROYALHUISMAN.COM/TWIZZLE

This dedicated section of the website is an added-value
service to Royal Huisman Owners, to those who may
wish to experience sailing aboard a Royal Huisman yacht,
perhaps for charter or as a first step towards owning one,
and to those who are actively seeking a Royal Huisman
pedigree yacht to acquire As a service to customers,
present and future, Royal Huisman is always pleased to
provide interested parties with details of the yacht’s
selling party or charter agent.
Please visit our website and follow the links to YACHTS
followed by

FOR SALE & CHARTER

(click here for link)

For allowing the use of photos special thanks to owners and crew of RH project 403, 404, 405, Broadwater, Foftein, Hanuman, Meteor, Pumula, Sea Eagle II, Twizzle, Jonathan Allen, Alspace.
com, Baronicini, Carlo Carlo Borlenghi, Michael van Bregt, Cor D. Rover Design, DJP Media, Dutch Yachting, Dykstra Naval Architects, Scott Hampton, Julian Horsley, Isaac John, Michael Kurtz /
Panteanius, Ray Main, Malcolm McKeon Yacht Design, Priska van der Meulen, Nauta Design, Tom Nitsch, Tom van Oosanen, P&G Yachting, Prak Art, Pre-Tec Exoskeletons, Guillaume de Ramel,
Rondal, Scarpa Sailing Team, Cory Silken, Pepo Subiranas, Superyachttimes, Superyachts Gibraltar, Thirty C, Adam Voorhees, Sam Watts, Hans Westerink.

Telephone +31 527 243131
E-mail: yachts@royalhuisman.com
www.royalhuisman.com

